
SILK STATIONERY 
Top 10 Dos and Don’ts 

 
1. Please DO be aware that there is an $18 (wholesale) fee for each additional ink color added to a 

grand box. The base pricing assumes that you’ll have one ink color throughout the box and that 
each set is one color letterpress. Each set can have it’s own layout in terms of font, monogram, 
etc. but they must all be letterpreessed in the same color.  

 
2. Please DO note that the pricing for return addressing in a grand box assumes that all 100 

envelopes will be exactly the same (i.e. same ink color, font, and layout!). For additional set that 
is different, we will assess an $18 (wholesale) fee. 

 
3. Please DO take note of the quantities and size differences between the two boxes. There are 35 

cards measuring 4.5x6.25” in a petite silk box and 100 cards measuring 4.25x5.5” in a grand silk 
box. 

 
4. Please DO use the correct order form for the box size you’re ordering (petite or grand). We go by 

the order form, so if a petite box is ordered on a grand box order form, we’ll print and pack it 
(and worst of all, charge you for it) like a grand box! Both orders forms are available on our 
website if you’re ever missing one. Visit www.hautepapier.com and click ‘wholesale’ – your 
password is ‘lettepresslove’!  

 
5. Please DO note that the note cards in the silk boxes must be letterpressed. We offer flat printing 

for the return addresses, but not for the note cards themselves.  
 

6. Please DO tell your customers that these boxes make fabulous wedding and housewarming gifts! 
The four sets in the grand box allow them to create different sets for a newly married couple and 
what’s better after a move than your new address printed on envelopes with cards to match! 

 
7. Please DON’T be afraid to use up to four different envelope liners in a grand box. There is no 

additional charge for this fun ‘upgrade’. We love how a box presents itself when it has 50 of one 
liner and 50 of another. 

 
8. Please DON’T layout cards in a way that requires two runs through the letterpress. For 

example, a name on top and motif on the bottom with a lot of space in between means we need to 
put that card through the press twice. There will be an $18 fee for each set of cards laid out this 
way. We will also apply this fee to cards laid out with a bleed, as we have to run them on larger 
stock and then cut them down. 

 
9. Please DON’T order a refill unless your customer is ordering the exact same layout(s) as their 

previous order! They can change the ink color, but if we can’t use the same plates, we can’t 
process it as a refill. Also, when ordering a refill, please DO tell us the original order number. 

 
10. Please DON’T ever hesitate to call us with questions. It’s what we’re here for! Our phone 

number is 866.740.4222.  

 


